
 

 

 

 

How to choose footwear for India travel  

Your choice of footwear is very important for your trip to India. In India, many rooms, entire houses, 

and shops are off limits to shoes. You will be slipping your shoes on and off frequently and therefore 

your choice needs to consider all these factors:  

1) Do they come on and off easily? If it has a lot of straps, especially with Velcro, then you are 

going to be doing a lot of fiddling with the shoes.  

2) Are they waterproof? Will the material deteriorate if exposed to water? Goodness knows what 

you will be stepping in and you will want to stick your foot under a water spigot often. 3) Dark 

colors are best as you are going to get dirty.   

4) How much cushion do you need? The walking and standing in India is hard on the back and the 

more support the better.  

5) You can spend a lot or a little, depending on the quality, arch support, etc . that your foot needs. 

I use a $20 Tone up and they are still going strong.  Some people spend little and by the end of 

the trip they leave them behind because they do not want to bring the shoes (or their germs) 

home with them.   

6) There are plenty of cheap shoe options in India as well and I wear the $5 Indian version quite 

often.  

7) While I say that you need only one pair of shoes, I do also bring a very simple “dress” flip flop to 

wear to dinner in the nicer hotels. Not necessary at all!  

 

Crocs make sense all around – lots of options – start there if plastic is ok with you. They are light as 

well and we love: 

 
 

    

                                          



 

Here are a few samples of the types of shoes you should consider:  

Figure 1: WReebok TONE UPS, slightly cushy to relieve pressure on the  back. I also wear 

Fit Flops and love them but they are on the more expensive side. 

Figure 2: Nice fit if more support is needed but maybe too strappy for your liking. If 
these are easily slipped in and out of, they will suit the purpose, NOT in white of course!  

Figure 3: May be too much fiddling with straps but sole looks comfy  

  

  

  

Figure 4: TOO HIGH, you will slip off as soon as it is wet!  ‐ Also, NO ARCH SUPPORT – 
FITFlops are better! 

  

  

  

  

Figure 5: Havianas or Women's cheap flip flop ‐ NO ARCH SUPPORT!:  

  

  

  

  

Figure 6: Men's REEF ‐ has arch support – Many rave about the Women’s version  
– only $19 at St Bernard’s online  

http://www.stbernardsports.com  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  


